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SHARE DOCUMENTS
SECURELY AND EFFICIENTLY.
SECURE FILE EXCHANGE DIRECTLY FROM YOUR KYOCERA MFP.

Today’s businesses consider security to be of the utmost importance
when handling critical or private information. Yet, every day,
companies that frequently send email or provide confidential data
through FTP sites or other shared services, may be putting their
classified data at risk. Even data that is sent via password protected
zip files, flash drives or other digital media is highly susceptible to
theft and exploitation. With XMedius SendSecure’s built-in security
features such as two-factor authentication, double encryption, and
audit trail, you’re well on your way to creating a more compliant
environment adhering to stringent compliance regulations, such as
HIPAA, SOX, FERPA, and more, when handling sensitive data.

SECURELY LOGIN TO THE XMedius SendSecure ACCOUNT
DIRECTLY FROM YOUR KYOCERA MFP.

XMedius SendSecure is a cloud-based file exchange platform that
uses a SafeBox for the secure exchange and storage of files and
confidential documentation. Security with XMedius SendSecure lies
in the software’s ability to encrypt the shared files when they are on
their way into and out of the platform.
KYOCERA AccuSender Powered by SendSecure allows you to access
this highly secure platform directly from your Kyocera MFP’s touch
panel. Users can create a SafeBox directly on their KYOCERA MFP
panel, creating a multi-person communication thread that also
allows for secure document sharing.

With KYOCERA AccuSender Powered by SendSecure, you can send a
document quickly and easily.
> Securely login with the single sign-on feature
> Configure sending preferences on the MFP’s control panel
> Enter the recipient’s email address or choose from the existing
address book
> Scan and send your documents securely to an encrypted SafeBox
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HyPAS®
KYOCERA’s HyPAS (Hybrid Platform for Advanced Solutions) is a powerful and scalable software solution platform.
It enhances your MFP’s core capabilities, integrates seamlessly with all widely accepted software applications, and
enhances your specific document imaging processes. With HyPAS, you’ll share more information, optimize your
resources, and streamline your document workflows.

HOW IT WORKS
Users securely login to the XMedius SendSecure account with the
single sign-on feature, directly from the Kyocera MFP. Once in, they
enter the recipient’s email address, or choose from the existing
address database, and then scan and send their documents securely to
an encrypted SafeBox.
KYOCERA POWERED BY SendSecure APPLICATION BENEFITS

Create a “SafeBox” that is specific to the selected recipient(s) and enter a name for the
document. Configuration options require a sender to set expiration parameter after
which the SafeBox will automatically close. When a SafeBox is closed all files that were
exchanged are deleted and are no longer accessible.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Please refer to the KYOCERA AccuSender Powered by SendSecure
documentation for instructions on how to set up the authentication
on the server and for system requirements.
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>	Securely send a document to multiple recipients from your
Kyocera MFP
>	Start a thread, or an interactive group communication amongst
multiple SafeBox recipients, directly from the Kyocera MFP’s
control panel.
>	Single sign-on and the use of a card authentication kit, allows
for one time easy login, in conjunction with other approved
HyPAS applications
>	Transmission verification on the job status screen

